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I LOVE this large bible cover. I was worried it would not fit my student bible, but it fits completely

with a little extra room to spare. The quality of the embossed print on the front is beyond what I

expected, despite the faux leather. This Bible cover is very practical and durable with a beautiful

appearance and plenty of space for a large bible, two pens/markers, and maybe even a small

notepad!

I was a little leary when I ordered this cover. I thought it would look cheaply made. But I was very

wrong, when I received it I was surprised how nice it was!! Great buy and my mom loved it along

with her new bible.

The cover fits most of my Bibles. The message on the front is very uplifting. I love it and would to

get more my my family. The quality of the cover is excellent.

This bible cover fit over my NIV study bible (hardcover) extremely well! It's beautiful and its very

sturdy. I can't wait to show it off :)

It arrived very promptly. I just love the color and the verse that is on it. It is just as described. I also

got my mom one except it has a different verse and color. She also loves it. They are very lovely

bible covers.

I really like this cover. I had bought it to go with my bibleÂ NKJV Personal Giant Print Reference

Bible Grape (Essentials)Â and it [the cover] is way huge for my bible and there is a lot of room.

Thinking about contacting seller to exchange for smaller cover. The Bible dimensions were (9.3 x

8.5 x 1.9 inches) The cover dimensions were (9.50 x 6.75 x 2.25 inches) There was a size issue

somewhere because my bible has almost too much room. Over all I do love the cover though.

I bought this for my own use but despite my "measuring" it is just a little too big for my bible.

However, I gave it to a friend and she loved it as much as I did. I turned around and ordered the

medium for me. This is well-made and you wouldn't guess it is faux leather until you looked at it up

close. The material has substance to it and I believe it is going to hold up for a very long while.

It was so nice looking and not too young of a look for me. I measured my Bible first and so



themeasurements were just as described and it fit perfectly. Nice and light weight and a simple

holder inside for a pen or pencile. Not alot of fussy pockets as I would just stash a ton of stuff inside

and forget what was in there until I couldn't close it anymore LOL. Love the handle to grab and

carry. Great scripture too.
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